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ADAL is one of leading suppliers of coating systems, equipment for surface 
finishing, special process installations, conveyors systems and high pres-
sure hoses assembly machines in the Central Europe. We realize the tough-
est projects of automating and modernizing production lines using the new-
est and finest technologies to meet the most demanding quality requirements. 
All of our system are designed to provide possibly best solutions in order to 
reduce costs of labor, increase efficiency and eliminate manual operating.  
All of our system are designed to provide possibly best solutions in order to 
reduce costs of labour, increase efficiency and eliminate manual operating.

ADAL offers fully system-assistance as well: analyzing, testing, designing, con-
structing, manufacturing, assembly, trainings and maintenance during operat-
ing.

Since 1981 we have been gaining experience which allows us to fulfill our cus-
tomers’ requirements and maximize productivity of technological processes. 
Thanks to the constant development of technology and the consistent adapta-
tion of our company to the market requirements as well as technical and quality 
standards, we guarantee the standard of products and services corresponding 
to the needs of our customers.

Our headquarters, a total of 4000 sqm, is a design office and production plant 
- all under one roof for the effective service of our clients.
We have modern manufacturing plant and machines. We manufacture most of 
the equipment at our factory.

2 The company

The office & manufacturing site at Adamówek

Our team



E-Coat & powder coating plant - 3D model

Process baths area (surface chemical pretreatment and electrophoretic coating)

Power&Free conveyor

ADAL supplies industrial installations to all industries. We implement projects in the field of powder and wet coating, including elec-
trophoretic and autophoretic lines. In most installations, various technological procedures are carried out in turn, depending on 
the quality requirements of the product.

Automatic powder coating booth

3Industry paint shops 



Industry paint shops4

EC and powder coating shop - 3D model

Process baths area (surface chemical pretreatment and cataphoretic coating)

Power&Free conveyor - parallel buffering Cooling tunnel



Industry paint shops 5

Cataphoretic and powder coating plant - 3D model

Aluminum profiles powder coating plant

Automatic powder coating booth Automatic powder coating booth



Industry paint shops6

Wet coating with Power&Free conveyor plant

Spray painting

Dip painting

Paint kitchen

Spray painting  is widespread technology mainly used in the industry and services.
The process is carried out in open painting stands or in booths with dry or water filtration, equipped with a ventilation  
system.
Dip painting is widely used in the metal working and foundry industry. Applied coating has a protective function against 
weather conditions before further processing of castings.

Wet paint shops can be equipped, depending on the cus-
tomer’s needs, in a manual or automatic conveyor, paint-
ing booths with heating and ventilation units, flash-off tun-
nels, paint drying ovens, cooling tunnels.
The equipment offered by ADAL can be built-in in the tech-
nological process of painting or operate as independent 
objects.



Wet painting equipment 7

We founded the company to produce new generation of  
Airless and Air Combi sprayers.
Since 1983 we have designed many models of pneumatic 
pumps to be able to meet most customer requirements.
Gear ratio of up to 78:1 and flow rates up to 385 cm3/DS.
We can supply UHV materials and / or transport paint from 
central paint warehouses to the spray booths.
 
Typical spray materials:
- Water based and solvent based materials
- Dyes, stains, varnishes
- Pigment and solution inks
- Sealants and primers
- Synthetic and enamel paints

Typical applications:
- Shipbuilding, construction (application of anti-corrosive 

paints and fire retardant)
- Metal industry (semi-trailers, agricultural machinery con-

tainers, automotive, etc.)
- Non-ferrous materials such as wood, plastics, glass (wa-

ter, solvent and UV varnishes)

Our offer consist of all necessary accessories such as 
guns, hoses, nozzles, suction pipes, filters, valves, carts, 
agitators, heaters, etc.

Large family of pneumatic driven pistons pumps

Spray pattern – Airless sprayer and automatic gun

Automatic spray gun AA250Air Combi (AC) manual 
spray gun

Air Combi (AC) - sprayer on 
a cart

Airless (AL) - sprayer on a cartGas tank spray painting



Powder coating equipment8

ADAL designs and manufactures professional powder coating systems. We offer equipment proven to operate both in 
small service and production paint shops as well as fully automatic installations with high efficiency and repeatable quality, 
e.g. for the automotive industry.
For many years of activity, we have implemented several unique solutions that allow to offer equipment accurately manu-
factured to the client requirements.
Our powder equipment can be installed in both manual and automatic systems.
For automatic systems we have proprietary software that controls the operation of the entire powder coating system  
(CompuCoat).

Automatic PVC powder booth Powder gun electronic controller

CompuCoat system and powder kitchen Powder hopper with fluidization and vi-
brating function - set with a Tribo gun and 
a standard controller

Manual coating – conveyorized booth

Manual coating – open front booth Manual coating - floor suction slots



Intralogistics systems 9

To ensure the required performance and guarantee ma-
terial flow according to given parameters ADAL offers 
suitably designed conveyors systems. The selection of 
the system depends on, among others on the installa-
tions size, chosen technological process dimensions and 
the size of the workpieces.

Many years of our experience allow us to choose the opti-
mal overhead conveyor type. We specialize in every type 
of systems. Automatic: Power&Free, Stop&Go, Monorail, 
Hoist. Manual: In-line, square transfer.

Flat conveyors are a separate group. In our offer You can 
find e.g. roller, chain or belt conveyors.

We also manufacture systems combining various types 
of conveyors in one.

Manual overhead conveyor with pneumatic turntables

Automated system - chain puller

Power&Free conveyor system

Hoist system

Monorail overhead conveyor
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Automatic paint shop layout. Multi process coating

Power&Free conveyor – diagonal buffering Power&Free conveyor - aluminum profiles

Power&Free conveyorPower&Free conveyor



Intralogistics systems 11

Chain conveyor

Reloading reciprocator

Gravity tact conveyor

Belt conveyor

Floor conveyor

Grid conveyor



Environmental technology12

Essential complement to any installation equipped with a 
chemical surface pretreatment is wastewater treatment 
system.

ADAL designs and supplies technical installations which 
are adapted to the technological process and meet current 
environmental requirements.

Depending on the needs, we offer batch treatment plants, 
flow treatment plants and closed-circuit water flow systems 
named „zero-waste system”, using evaporators.

To drain the sludge, we use manuals and automatic filter 
presses, bag drippers, belt filters.The installations have an 
automatic chemicals dosing system CompuCoat with the 
option of archiving dispensed quantities.

Wastewater treatment system - hydraulic scheme. Zero-waste system

Wastewater treatment system with closed-circuit water flow

Wastewater treatment system - 3D model Storage tanks



Environmental technology 13

Usage of paint containing volatile organic compounds 
(so-called VOCs) it is pretty often necessary to use 
VOC reduction equipment in a paint shop.
The most commonly used methods include:
- thermal afterburners (reduction of VOC in the cham-

ber combustion at 700 - 800°C)
- catalytic afterburners (reduction of VOC on the cata-

lyst bed at 400 - 550°C)
- active carbon or zeolite absorbers and / or water 

scrubbers.

The selection of the right system depends on many 
factors, among others polluted stream size air, work-
ing time, emission source and type and VOC con-
centrations.

ADAL  offers a selection of an appropriate reduction 
method, its delivery and commissioning of equipment 
for every industry, especially for wet painting shops 
(solvent paints and E-coat).

Thermal afterburner with multi stage heat recovery installation scheme, airflow 5000m3/h

Thermal afterburner with heat recovery, airflow 4000m3/h

VOC  active carbon adsorbed, airflow 2000 m3/h

Thermal afterburner with heat recovery - 3D model
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Process installations14

Adal provides equipment for chemical surface pretreatment. 
Depending on the specifics of the project and technological require-
ments this process is carried out in spraying pretreatment (cham-
bers or tunnel) or in dipping pretreatment. 
Transport of workpieces through the device is carried out by using 
an overhead conveyor or hoist systems.

Low temperature ovens (operating temperature up to 150°C) are 
being used for drying workpieces after chemical pretreatment and 
drying spray coats. High temperature ovens (operating tempera-
ture up to 230°C) are used for curing powder coatings and E-coat.
The chambers are thermally insulated and have an outer metal 
shell. Air circulation is forced by ventilation aggregates (air heaters) 
with direct or indirect heating.
Depending on the technical conditions, the heating medium can be 
electricity, natural or liquefied gas or heating oil.
In specific applications  infrared radiation (radiators Gaseous or 
electric IR) or UV radiation ovens can be successfully applied. 
The advantage of these solutions is a significant reduction of proc-
ess time compared to conventional systems.

Cooling tunnels often complement the technological line. 
They are being used both after low temperature ovens and (mainly) 
after high temperature ovens.
These equipment significantly reduce the cooling time of the work-
pieces (compared to cooling at room temperatures).
Cooling tunnels usually have a ventilation system assembled of 
blowing and exhaust fans, system of automatic throttles and air 
ducts with blowing nozzles.

ADAL offers standard equipment and custom tailored solutions as 
well. They meet specific  technological requirements of coating lines. 
Thanks to the long experience we offer only the best available tech-
nology and techniques (BAT) that fulfill highest surface treatment 
quality requirements.

Spray pretreatment, made of PP

Chemical treatment - spray system

Dip pretreatment with hoist system

Infrared tunnel curing oven

Chamber curing oven with drying function 
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In our projects we implement Industry 4.0 guidelines.

Electrical Installations
We offer comprehensive execution of industrial installations in sectors of electrical and automation systems, starting from 
the concept through design, delivery and assembly of equipment, ending with start of production and servicing / mainte-
nance of installations.
Implementation of projects for demanding customers, including automotive industry, has enabled us to develop the highest 
standards. The proper tools and assembly techniques in combination with professional management and organization of 
work guarantee the quality expected by the customers.

The range of offered services:
- selection of solutions / installation concept
- electrical installation and control design
- supply and assembly of control, measurement, control and executive devices
- installation of control and patch cabinets, LV switchboards
- servicing / maintenance / repairs of electrical installations
- works related to the extension and modernization of existing installations
- laying cable routes, cables, electric channels
- connecting cables to cabinets and equipment
- basic and emergency lighting
- participation in starting of production
- operating training in selected areas
- electrical measurements
- as-built documentation

Control
As part of the construction of the installation which consist of the technology and transport of workpieces, we provide a 
complete control system.
By implementing the latest solutions, we want not only to meet the current needs of the project, but also to enable easy 
system expansion during further operation.
Based on the detailed design project, we build a complete control system, we program PLCs, HMI panels, PC / SCADA 
stations, we configure frequency converters, servo drives, manipulators, robots and other equipment which are included 
in the installation.
Before allowing the machine to operate, we conduct thematic training for operators and maintenance technicians.

Our systems track the flow of the workpieces enabling continuous control of the position and correctness of the process.
For years, we have offered the broadly defined integration of our control systems with production supervision and planning 
systems already functioning at the client’s plant. Thanks to this, as soon as the workpieces are loaded onto the paint shop 
conveyor, production data is downloaded automatically from the production management system.

The production management has the ability to supervise the subsequent stages of production of individual elements in real 
time, and the full material flow through the paint shop is completed by sending a detailed report of the process.
In the popular production management method, Just-in-time, operators have access to current data of the product status, 
which enables effective planning of the entire manufacturing process.
The system’s openness to share agreed data using modern communication techniques allows to expand the system with 
dashboards suited to the needs of operators, controllers and managers.
Is a standard in our installations to provide remote control system service via the internet. 

Paint shop operating visualization - process data screen for indi-
vidual beams

Paint shop operating visualization  - main screen

Power supply and control cabinet
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Meeting the clients’ expectations, Adal implements projects in 
the field of  technological processes automation.

The range of offered services:
- design of automation systems for new production line ma-

chines
- modernization and automation of existing systems
- visualization of production processes
- automation and robotization of technological stations
- integration of production lines and machines with database 

systems, MES, ERP - the Industry 4.0 concept
- engineering in the field of simulation of technological installa-

tions and production processes

Wet painted wire dryer. Linear speed 15 m/s. Drying time 1 sec

Robotized small workpieces coating and drying line

Marking reciprocator

Reloading automat - reloading workpieces from over-
head conveyor to hoist conveyor 
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Striving to increase the quality and reduce unit costs 
causes, that even in small technological installations 
industrial robots are being more often used.
The latest solutions shows, that the robot is a tool 
not only for large-scale tasks but more often for me-
dium and small series with high variability as well. 
It is the tool that ensures stability and repeatability 
in processes.

Areas which can be successfully robotized:
- coatings (powder coating, wet coating or dip painting) 
- handling of workpieces
- tool manipulation

ADAL fulfills the needs of the market by offering 
technical analysis and implementation of tech-
nological and production processes automation. 
In our projects, we successfully implement robots for 
both - workpieces manipulation and painting auto-
mation as well.

One of the aspects, on which our company places 
emphasis is to simplify the way of creating new paint-
ing programs to allow the user to easily and quickly 
expand a assortment, which could be painted by a 
robot. That kind of approach is often associated with 
use various workpiecess identification systems, such 
as 2D and 3D vision systems.

Robotic solutions are complemented by simplifica-
tion and consolidation of the entire application con-
trol systems.
Selection of programs and modes of the robot us-
ing only one main control panel allows to set motion 
parameters such as speed, accuracy, spray gun ac-
tivation advance, parameters of coating and others.

Automatic workpieces reloading between conveyors (overhead and floor)

Automatic workpieces palletization

Spray painting testing station - ADAL

Automatic workpieces dipping in paint bath
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ADAL offer includes single devices, assemblies and whole 
coating lines for metal sheet packaging and lids: automatic 
painting booths, paint feeding systems, spray gun, work-
pieces rotating mechanisms in the painting booth, conveyor 
systems, paint drying ovens and control systems.

Forming of workpieces packet before entering a dryer Automatic spray painting - exterior of a drum

Drums inside paint drying oven Automated lids painting line

Automated lids painting line - 3D model



Engineering services 19

Due to  many years of experience in the implementation of various 
projects,  ADAL  offers its knowledge and support to every client in-
terested in establishing cooperation.

In addition to building industrial installations and machines, we also 
offer:
- turnkey project management
- consulting and advice providing:

- in the field of technology
- in the field of control (software and hardware)
- installation planning - layouts
- real-time plant simulations
- analysis of alternative solutions
- optimization of material flow in technological processes

- preparation of implementation documentation and material specifi-
cation based on the provided guidelines

- assembly and start-up at the customers’ plants
- staff training
- trial production of individual and unusual workpieces
- periodic maintenance
- reconstruction, modernization and relocation of existing equipment 

and technological lines
- construction of special machines, fitted especially to very specific  

customer requirements
- machinery for the production and assembly of high pressure hoses

ADAL - CNC flame cutting machine ADAL - design office

ADAL - CNC press brake

ADAL - CNC machining

Industry seminars

Oven assembly

Industry fairs



40 years on the market

Hundreds of realizations

Dozens of regular customer


